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The Story of our Move to The City

One day my Relationship decided we needed a bigger house. So, my Relationship looked on

craigslist, my Relationship asked around school, and my dad looked through news papers. Until we finally

found a house, in the city. It costs Number a month,, it was a Number bedroom house,

Number stories, and had Number bathrooms. One for each of us. We purchased the house and

had to move in the middle of the school year. We packed up all of our stuff and went to get a truck. We drove

the truck home and loaded it with all of our stuff. Some of our stuff didn't fit in the truck, so we had to put it in

the trunk of the car. We left our old house and headed for the new one. The new house was in Location

Bluffs and , our old house was in Stuart. It took us Number and a half hours to get to Location

Bluffs, and an hour and a half to find the house. We finally found the house. It looked marvelous on the outside,

bu when we opened the door, we saw carpeted floors, blue cupboards, and knocked down walls We all looked

around the house together. The first room we looked in turned out to be my room. It was Color and had

a walk in closet. The second room we looked at was my Relationship First name room. It was deep

Color had a bathroom attached, and 2 walk in closets. My Relationship and Relationship

room was huge. It had Number walk in closets, Number windows on each side of the room, the

master Room which was also huge. The house was everything more than we'd expected. I went to

school in Location Bluffs. I had my closet full before my dresser was even touched, my bed made before

my mom had hers set up, and my Room set up before my sister had hers even started. I Love our NEW

HOUSE!!!!!!!
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